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Abstract The IL-10 family of cytokines is comprised of

IL-10, IL-19, IL-20, IL-22, IL-24, IL-26, and IFN-ks

(IL-28A, IL-28B, and IL-29). The IL-10 family members

bind to shared class II cytokine receptor chains that asso-

ciate in various combinations in heterodimeric complexes.

Upon interleukin/receptor complex formation, these pro-

teins switch on the Jak/STAT pathway and elicit

pleiotropic biological responses whose variety sharply

contrasts with their structural similarities. IL-10 family

members are involved in several human diseases and health

conditions and hence their structural analyses may provide

valuable information to design specific therapeutic strate-

gies. In this review, we describe the human interleukin-10

family of cytokines, focusing on their structures and

functions, with particular attention given to IL-22 and

IL-10. We report on the recently published structures of

IL-10 cytokine family members and their complexes with

cognate transmembrane and soluble receptors as well as on

interleukin physiology and physiopathology.

Keywords Interleukin-22 � Interleukin-10 family �
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Introduction

Immunomodulation is a primary physiological function of

interleukins such as interleukin-10 (IL-10), which was

originally described as a factor that inhibits IFN-c
production by T lymphocytes [1]. Ten years after the

original identification of IL-10, various genetic approa-

ches led to the cloning of a series genes coding for

IL-10-related factors that are now collectively described

as the IL-10 family, which comprises IL-10, IL-19, IL-20,

IL-22, IL-24, IL-26, and interferon-ks: IL-28A (IFN-k2),

IL-28B (IFN-k3), and IL-29 (IFN-k1). These cytokines

were grouped together based on sequence alignment,

structural homology, and binding to shared class II

cytokine receptor chains that activate the JAK/STAT

pathway [2–5]. IL-10 family members are helical proteins

formed by six or seven helices and connecting loops

[6–8]. Each IL-10 member can associate with the extra-

cellular portion of two transmembrane proteins from the

class II cytokine receptor, forming a heterodimeric

complex. There are six different receptor chains for

nine ligands, four with a long cytoplasmic tail (IL-10R1,

IL-20R1, IL-22R1, and IL-28R) and two with a short

cytoplasmic domain (IL-10R2 and IL-20R2), and each of

the members of the IL-10 family bind to either IL-10R2

or IL-20R2 associated with a long receptor chain [9–13].

Besides these transmembrane proteins, a soluble receptor

has also been described and designated IL-22 binding

protein (IL-22BP) because it binds and neutralizes IL-22

in vitro. The type I IFN-s and IFN-c also share some

structural characteristics with this family [14], but they
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do not share any of these receptor chains, and will not be

described in this review.

IL-10 family proteins are involved in a broad range of

biological processes that include antiviral activity, secre-

tion of antibacterial proteins, cell-growth stimulation, acute

phase response, wound healing, antitumoral activity, and

apoptosis induction. These important immunological

activities are implicated in several human diseases such as

psoriasis [15–17], rheumatoid arthritis [18–20], and

inflammatory lung and bowel diseases [21, 22]. In this

context, the study of IL-10 members, their interaction with

receptors, and elicited cell signaling cascade, are important

to understand the basis of both immunoregulation and

associated diseases, establishing strategies to modulate or

to control these health conditions and illnesses.

In this review, we discuss the human IL-10 family of

cytokines starting from a structural point of view. First,

we describe the relationships among the IL-10 members,

their amino acid sequence alignment, as well as the

similarities and clustering of these cytokines. Subse-

quently, we devote one section to every member of the

family, in which a brief biological introduction precedes

the structural considerations.

We also present the mechanism by which the IL-10

members signal throughout the target cell surfaces by

interacting with their cognate receptors. The IL-10 recep-

tors are introduced and the possible ternary complexes

formed by the interleukins and the different receptors are

discussed. Three-dimensional structures of the recently

published IL-10 and IL-22 complexes with their receptors

(IL-10:IL-10R1; IL-22:IL-22R1 and IL-22:IL-22BP) are

described in detail, and their interfaces and amino acid

residues involved in protein–protein interactions are ana-

lyzed. We also compare different IL-10 member binary

complexes, which shed light onto the molecular basis of

receptor selectivity and/or promiscuity.

Finally, we review important publications which use

molecular modeling tools and site direct mutagenesis

analysis to pinpoint the second receptor interfaces on the

surface of IL-10 and IL-22 binary complexes. Similar

analysis performed for the IL-10 members with unknown

binary complex structures is also presented.

The IL-10 members

Primary structures

The sequence alignment of IL-10 members (Fig. 1) shows

that these cytokines share 15–39% amino acid sequence

identity, except for the interferon-k cluster, which displays

less than 10% identity with the other IL-10 members and

shows a much higher amino acid conservation within the

cluster ([70%). IL-20 and IL-24 are very similar to IL-19,

with 39 and 30% of amino acid identity with IL-19,

respectively, thereby forming another cluster. IL-10 and

IL-26 share relatively high identity (24%) and are also

proposed to form a separate cluster within the IL-10 fam-

ily, whereas IL-22 seems to be relatively more closely

related to the IFN-ks than the other IL-10 family members

[23].

A common hydrophobic signal peptide, about 20 amino

acids in length, is found at the N-terminal region of all

IL-10 members. Another common feature of these cyto-

kines is a sequence signature K A/S X G/S E X D XX

(where X is a hydrophobic residue) identified in all non-

interferon IL-10 members (reviewed in [8]; Fig. 1a).

The cysteine residues are partially conserved and have a

somewhat complex distribution pattern (Table 1). All

members of the family possess at least one Cys residue at

the N-terminal portion and a highly conserved cysteine is

observed in the DE loop region (IL-24 being the only

exception). IL-10, IL-19, IL-20, and IL-26 all display an

additional Cys residue at the DE loop; however IL-19 and

IL-20 also contain one more cysteine (a total of three Cys

residues) located at the DE loop. The non-interferon

members also contain another highly conserved Cys resi-

due at the helix C. Notably, IL-22 is the unique non-

interferon IL-10 member that contains a Cys residue at the

helix F.

The IFN-k group displays quite a different distribution

pattern of cysteine residues. All three IFN-ks have highly

conserved cysteines at the AB loop, helix F, C-termini, and

N-termini regions. IFN-k2 and IFN-k3 also display an

additional cysteine at the C-termini of their helices F2,

promoting the formation of an additional S–S bond in the

C-terminal part of the protein (Fig. 1a; Table 1).

Three-dimensional structure considerations

The crystal structures of IL-10 [6, 7], IL-19 [24], IL-22 [8,

25], and, more recently, IFN-k3 [23] have been deter-

mined. Based on the information extracted from these 3D

structures, as well as sequence alignments and secondary

structure prediction, one can draw several conclusions

about IL-10 family members’ secondary, tertiary, and

quaternary organization.

IL-10 family members are helical cytokines formed by

six or seven helices and connecting loops. A four-helix

bundle, generally formed by helices A, C, D, and F,

comprises the protein core, which is a characteristic feature

of all these helical cytokines [13, 23, 24, 26]. Despite the

partially conserved cysteine positions among the members

of the IL-10 family, the organizations of the disulfide

networks are quite different, as revealed by the crystal

structures of IL-10, IL-19, IL-22, and IFN-k3. A
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characteristic helix F kink is observed in all known 3D

structures of IL-10 family members. This kink divides

helix F into two parts, generally designated helix F1 and

F2. As it will be discussed below, the kink exposes

important residues that contribute to the interaction sites

with the respective receptors [27, 28].

From the quaternary structure point of view, IL-10

family members can be found either as monomers [8, 23,

24] or intimately intertwined dimers [6, 13]. The prefer-

ence for dimer or monomer formation is most probably a

consequence of S–S interactions with the DE loop and/or

the length of this loop. In particular, disulfide interactions

in the beginning of helix E may influence the flexibility of

this helix. As a consequence of these interactions, helices

E and F could not fold back onto the same monomer [26]

and instead form a separated EF domain that is donated to

the homodimerization partner in the process of dimer

formation. IL-10, for example, forms an intertwined

dimer in which one compact domain is composed of

helices A–D and helices E0 and F0 from its intimate

dimeric counterpart [13] (Fig. 2a). A similar dimeric

conformation has been described for IFN-c [6, 13].

Alternatively, depending on the length and flexibility of

the DE loop [26] and/or the orientation promoted by

additional disulfide bridges [23], all the six to seven

helices can fold up as an individual monomer, as

Fig. 1 Alignment of the IL-10 family member amino acid sequences.

a Sequence alignment colored according to the ClustalW/Jalview

color code [169]. The potential cysteines involved in disulfides and

the non-interferon IL-10 member sequence signature are contoured by

solid and dashed lines, respectively. The secondary structures features

are shown as found in the IL-22 crystal structure (PDB ID 1M4R [8]).

The potential IL-22 [25, 56] and IL-19 [24] glycosylation sites are

contoured by double lines. b A phylogram tree extract from this

alignment. Alignment was performed using ClustalW [170]
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Fig. 2 IL-10 family members with known crystal structures. a The

intertwined IL-10 dimer (PDB ID 2ILK [7]). b The independent

monomers of IL-22 (PDB ID 1M4R [8]), IL-19 (PDB ID 2N1F [24]),

and IL-28B (IFN-k3; PDB ID 3HHC [23]). Helices are named and

the cysteine residues involved in disulfide linkages are shown as

sticks and numbered according Table 1. Figures were generated with

the PyMOL software (DeLano Scientific) [171]

Table 1 Cysteine residues and

observed disulfide interactions

found in amino acid sequences

and crystal structures of IL-10

family members

a Crystal structure numbering
b Full-length amino acid

sequence

IL-10 member Disulfide/cysteine position Connections

IL-10a 1: 12, 108 N-term to helix D

2: 62, 114 Helix C to DE loop [13]

IL-19a 1: 10, 103 Helix A/preA loop to helix D

2: 57, 109 Helix C to DE loop

3: 58–111 Helix C to DE loop [24]

IL-20b 33, 80, 81, 126, 132, 134 Probably identical to IL-19 [24]

IL-22b 1: 40, 132 N-term to DE loop

2: 89, 178 Helix C to helix F [8]

IL-24b 59, 106 Probably N-term to helix C [24]

IL-26b 32, 79, 102, 121, 124 Probably similar to IL-10 [138]

IFN-k2b 41, 73, 75, 140, 172, 192, 199 Probably identical to IFN-k3 [23]

IFN-k3a 1: 4, 103 N-term to helix D

2: 38, 136 AB loop to helix F1

3:155, 162 Helix F2 to C-term [23]

IFN-k1b 34, 68, 131, 164, 190 Probably similar to IFN-k3, with the

exception of interaction #3 [23]
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observed in IL-19, IL-22, and IFN-k3 crystal structures

(Fig. 2b).

Below, we will describe in detail each IL-10 family

member. We divided this section into two parts based on

their quaternary structures: the monomeric cytokines are

designated as ‘the IL-19 subfamily’ (IL-19, IL-20, IL-22,

IL-24, and INF-ks) and ‘the IL-10 family members that

form intertwined dimers’ which includes IL-10 and IL-26

descriptions. A brief introduction presenting the biological

aspects of each family member is given, followed by a

detailed structural description of the cytokines with the

known 3D structure: IL-10, IL-19, IL-22, and IFN-k3. We

will also briefly discuss the possible structural architectures

of the IL-10 members whose 3D structures are unknown, as

well as sequence alignments and secondary structure

predictions.

The IL-19 subfamily

The non-interferon IL-10 family members are IL-19, IL-20,

IL-22, and IL-24. From a structural point of view, these

cytokines compose the IL-19 sub-family, whose member’s

main feature is their quaternary assembly as individual

monomers [24]. Recently, the IFN-k group of cytokines was

also included in the IL-19 sub-family, after IFN-k3 crystal

structure determination [23] and based on the structural

comparison (reviewed in [29]). All these proteins are found

as individual monomers, and do not form intertwined dimers

characteristic for IL-10 and IL-26 [8, 13, 29].

IL-22

IL-22 was first identified as a gene induced by interleukin-9

(IL-9) in murine T lymphoma cells [30]. Because it

encodes a glycosylated protein that bears 22% identity to

interleukin-10 (IL-10) its original designation was IL-10-

related T-cell-derived inducible factor (IL-TIF). The

human IL-22 gene is located on chromosome 12q15, in the

vicinity of interferon-c (IFN-c) and interleukin-26 (IL-26)

genes, forming an interleukin gene cluster [31]. IL-22

genomic structure is composed of five introns and six

exons that are similar in size and organization when

compared to IL-10.

IL-22 expression was found to be induced by IL-9 in

thymic lymphomas, T helper cells, and mast cells, and also

upon ConA activation of freshly isolated splenocytes.

Similar induction was observed after lipopolysaccharide

injection in mice, and that was the first indication of IL-22

involvement in the inflammatory response in vivo [32]. Its

first biological activity described was the induction of acute

phase reactants such as serum amyloid A, a1-antichymo-

trypsin, and haptoglobin in hepatocytes [32] and in

pancreatic cell lines [33].

More recently, it was shown that IL-22 and IL-17 can be

coexpressed by Th17 cells [34, 35]. These cells correspond

to a separate lineage of effector CD4? T cells, defined on

the basis of their high IL-17 production [36]. The expres-

sion of both cytokines in these cells enhances cooperative

secretion of antimicrobial peptides involved in skin innate

immunity [34, 35], and initially pointed to a proinflam-

matory role of the interleukin.

The dual biological role of IL-22 As soon as it was found

that IL-22 mediates its activity on hepatocytes through

binding to the IL-22R1/IL-10R2 receptor complex,

screening for IL-22R1 receptor expression was conducted

to identify the potential biological targets of this cytokine.

IL-10R2 is expressed constitutively by almost every cell

type. IL-22R1 expression turned out to be more restricted

and was mostly found in cells from the skin, digestive, and

respiratory tracts. Interestingly, IL-22 stimulates the pro-

duction of b-defensin 2 and 3 in keratinocytes [37]. These

small cationic proteins kill bacteria and fungi, and are

normally expressed in skin and mucosal epithelia, acting as

an innate immunity barrier against microbial infections

[38, 39]. Besides inducing the expression of antimicrobial

genes, IL-22 also regulates cellular differentiation and

motility of keratinocytes, thereby exerting a spectrum of

activities that are beneficial during wound healing and

infectious processes, but that contribute to skin lesions of

patients with psoriasis disease [16, 35, 37, 40–42].

Whether these biological activities should be considered

as proinflammatory remains an open question. On the one

hand, in the context of psoriasis lesions, IL-22 definitely

plays a proinflammatory role. On the other hand, IL-22

exerts a protective effect in inflammatory and infectious

processes affecting the intestinal and respiratory mucosa,

both by inducing the production of anti-microbial proteins

and by promoting homeostasis of epithelial cells [43–47].

IL-22 also plays a protective role in an hepatitis model by

promoting hepatocyte survival [48, 49].

Altogether, these findings indicate that upon bacterial

infection in physiologically outer barriers, where IL-22R1

receptor is mostly expressed such as the skin and mucosal

epithelia, IL-22 secretion promotes a response aiming at

wound healing and pathogen killing [50]. In this context, a

TH17 lymphocyte response contributes to tissue homeo-

stasis, but other cell lineages might be involved in IL-22

production as well. Recently, three independent studies

described mucosal NKp46? cells as a subpopulation of

natural killer cells that secrete IL-22 in the intestinal

mucosa [51–53]. Moreover, NK-22 is another subset of

natural killer cells that when stimulated with IL-23 secretes

IL-22, IL-26, and leukemia inhibitory factor in mucosa-

associated lymphoid tissues such as tonsils and Peyer’s

patches (located in the lowest portion of the small intestine

Structure and function of interleukin-10 family 2913



ileum) [54]. For both TH17, NK, or NK-like cells, IL-23

appears to be a major inducer of IL-22 production, sug-

gesting that IL-22 is a key mediator in IL-23-dependent

immune reactions in skin and mucosal epithelia by stimu-

lating innate antimicrobial responses as well as promoting

tissue repair.

IL-22 structures The crystal structures of human IL-22

were solved independently for IL-22 proteins expressed in

E. coli (ECIL-22, PDB ID 1M4R [8]) and D. melanogaster

(DMIL-22 PDB ID 1YKB [25]). The ECIL-22 and DMIL-22

show minimal structural divergences [25, 26].

The IL-22 monomer is composed of six helices named

A–F and a small N-terminal helix termed helix preA. IL-22

helices A–F are folded together forming a compact six-helix

bundle, of which helices A, C, D, and F form the charac-

teristic class II cytokines four-helix bundle. The N-terminal

portion of IL-22 (residues 44–47) acquires a 310-helix sec-

ondary structure (helix preA) [8, 25]. The preA structure is

oriented perpendicular to the IL-22 helix A, and is stabilized

by hydrogen bonds between residues Asp43–Ser45, Asp43–

Asn46, and Ser45–Gln49 [25]. Despite the preA kink, the

helix A is straight and continuous, as well as all the other

IL-22 helices, with the exception of helix F. IL-22 displays

the characteristic helix F bend found in all class II alpha-

helical cytokines [26, 55]. As a consequence, helix F can be

divided into two parts, helix F1 and helix F2. In IL-22 the

helix F bend occurs at the position of the residue Glu166,

exposing to solvent this and the neighboring residues

charged side chains (Figs. 1a, 2b).

The DMIL-22 carries several carbohydrates attached to

some of the predicted IL-22 glycosylation sites, which

provides additional information on the carbohydrate posi-

tions, compositions, and their importance to IL-22 structure

and putative interactions with IL-22 receptors [25]. Three

potential glycosylation sites (Asn-X-Ser/Thr, X = any

amino acid), which correspond to Asn54, Asn68, and

Asn97, map to IL-22 helix A, AB loop and helix C,

respectively (Fig. 1a). Mass spectroscopy analysis revealed

that hexasaccharides (two N-acetyl glucosamines, three

mannoses, and one fucose) are attached to the IL-22 pro-

tein expressed in D. melanogaster [56]. However, only

glycosylation at Asn54 and Asn97 position was observed in

the DMIL-22 crystal structure [25]. By analysis of the six

different IL-22 monomers packed into the DMIL-22 crystal

asymmetric unit, as well as their comparison to the ECIL-22

crystal structure, Xu et al. [25] pinpointed IL-22 regions

susceptible to conformational changes. These include the

helix preA, helix A, the AB loop, and helix D. In particular,

Gln49 and Pro50, located at the beginning of helix A, are

considered as a ‘flexible pivot point’, which allows the

preA and helix A to undergo rigid body conformational

motions. Notably, Pro50 is conserved in all IL-22

sequences from different organisms known to date [25, 26].

The rigid body conformational changes allow, for example,

reorientation of the Tyr51 side chain (helix A) as well as

the Tyr114–Glu117 main chains (helix D). These IL-22

structural adjustments are most probably important for the

binary and ternary complex formation, as will be discussed

further in this review.

In the ECIL-22 and DMIL-22 crystal structures the six

helices form a single IL-22 monomer. Asymmetric unit

cells of the ECIL-22 and DMIL-22 crystals contain two and

six IL-22 monomers, respectively. The absence of inter-

twined dimers, as observed in IL-10, and the monomer

contacts organization in IL-22 crystal structures supported

the idea that IL-22 is a monomer in solution [8, 25]. The

IL-22 monomer has two disulfide bonds (Fig. 2b; Table 1).

The first S–S bridge (Cys40–Cys132) connects the IL-22

N-terminal portion to the DE loop. The second one

(Cys89–Cys178) buckles helix C to helix F, and is pro-

posed to influence the F1 and F2 position, as well as the

helix F bend [26]. The presence of only one disulfide bond

in helix D region, instead of two as observed in IL-10,

gives more flexibility to helix E and F to fold back onto the

IL-22 A–D helices bundle, thus completing IL-22 mono-

meric structure formation [26].

Surface plasmon resonance studies [57] also confirmed

the IL-22 assembly as monomers. However, recent SAXS

data [58] revealed that at high concentrations, IL-22 is

capable of forming dimers or even tetramers in solution.

Nevertheless, the IL-22 dimers are formed by interactions

between individual monomers, which is very different from

the intertwined dimers observed for IL-10. An interesting

feature of the IL-22 SAXS envelopes is that the shape of

the IL-22 dimer is remarkably similar to the shape of the

IL-10, including the 90� opening angle formed between the

two monomer sub-units of the dimer. This might indicate

that the functionally relevant form of IL-22 that is recog-

nized by its cognate receptors at the cell surface may

indeed be a dimeric form [58]. However, the physiological

relevance of these findings still remains to be elucidated.

A possible connection between IL-22 dimerization and

human physiology [16] can be examined using via, for

example, peptide interference, perturbing the putative

interface of IL-22 dimerization with a small homolog peptide

that would inhibit homodimer formation [59]. Alternatively,

one might force receptor dimerization using a similar

approach to what has been described for the glycoprotein

gp130 [60]. In this study, gp130 was truncated 15 amino

acids above its transmembrane domain and the extracellular

portion replaced by the leucine zipper region of the human

c-jun gene, and stabilized by the addition of a disulfide bridge

[60]. Similar work could be done with IL-22R1, and its

interactions with IL-22 tested by JAK-STAT transcriptional

activation in cells expressing IL-10R2.
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IL-19

IL-19 is expressed in monocytes upon induction with

bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS), but not by T lym-

phocytes nor by NK cells [2, 9]. IL-19 expression showed

transcriptional variants [2, 61] that are detected 2–3 h

after induction, indicating a feedback role in inflamma-

tion, as observed for IL-10 [2]. The secreted protein has

21% amino acid identity with IL-10 [2] and shows dif-

ferent levels of glycosylation [61]. IL-19 signals through

IL-20R1/IL-20R2 complex [10], activating STAT3 tran-

scription factor [62]. At the mRNA level, the genes

encoding the IL-20R1/IL-20R2 complex appear to be

expressed in heart, lung, testis, adrenal gland, and skin,

suggesting that these tissues may be potential targets for

IL-19 [62]. However, many activities ascribed to IL-19

based on in vitro observation do not fit at all with the

tissue distribution of its receptor chains, raising questions

that need to be solved in order to draw conclusions about

the actual biological significance and mode of action of

this cytokine.

For instance, monocytes do not seem to express

IL-20R1 [9, 62], and yet IL-19 has been reported to

stimulate IL-6 and TNF release from monocytes, resulting

in TNF-a-mediated cell apoptosis [61], or to regulate its

own production and production of IL-10 [63]. Similarly,

IL-19 was reported to promote the maturation of T cells

towards Th2 polarization in mouse and human models

[64, 65]. IL-19 levels were reported to be two-fold higher

in patients with asthma as compared to healthy controls

and this correlated with the expression of IL-4 and IL-13,

involved in mucus secretion and airway hypersensitivity

[65].

IL-19 is also expressed in human injured arteries and in

vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) by inflammatory

cytokines, and IL-19 was reported to have antiproliferative

activity in VSMC [66]. In addition, through induction of

SOCS5 and inhibition of signal transduction, IL-19

expression in VSMCs was suggested to mediate protective,

autocrine response of VSMCs to inflammatory stimuli and

vascular injury [66].

A role of IL-19 in skin inflammation is more in line with

the expression pattern of its receptor complex, which is

expressed by keratinocytes [62–64]. In human psoriatic

lesions, IL-19 is expressed in epidermis above the dermal

papillae, as shown in the first report to demonstrate the

presence of this cytokine in keratinocytes [67]. Moreover,

the same work demonstrated that the cyclosporin A, and

calcipotriol, a derivate of vitamin D, both used in treatment

of psoriasis, abolished IL-19 mRNA expression. The pre-

cise involvement of IL-19 in psoriasis is still to be

determined, but this cytokine might represent a therapeu-

tical possibility for treatment of this disease.

IL-19 structural description The crystal structure of

IL-19 was solved by Chang and co-workers in 2003 and

deposited in the Protein Data Bank under code 1N1F [24].

Although Chang et al. named the pre helix A as helix A in

their paper, here we will adopt the same nomenclature used

in the IL-22 structure description. Interleukin-19 is struc-

turally organized by a unique six-helix bundle, formed by

helices A–F and the N-terminal helix preA (Fig. 2b).

Helices, A, C, D, and F form the characteristic cytokine

four-helix bundle and helix F displays the typical helix F

bend found in all other helical cytokines. As also observed

in the IL-10 3D structure, IL-19 also has a kink of helix A

[24]. Superposition of the IL-19 crystal structure with

IL-22 monomer or one of the domains of IL-10 leads to the

conclusion that they are relatively similar, with r.m.s.d. of

1.7 Å
´

[24]. However, because of the orientation of IL-19

helix A and N-terminal region, IL-19 is more compact than

IL-10. IL-19 helix D also acquires a different position in

comparison to its counterpart in IL-10.

Three disulfide bonds are present in IL-19 and two of

those are structurally conserved in IL-10 (Fig. 2; Table 1).

IL-19 helix A, covering the molecule, is stabilized by a

disulfide bridge with the C-terminal portion of helix D

(Cys10–Cys103). The other two disulfide bonds (Cys57–

Cys109 and Cys58–Cys111) link the N-terminal portion of

helix C with the DE loop [13, 24]. The additional disulfide

bridge observed in the IL-19 DE loop (S–S interaction 3;

Fig. 2b, Table 1) is probably the main structural feature

that contributes to helices EF refolding onto helices A–D,

enabling the IL-19 fold as a compact monomer. Two

putative glycosylation sites are predicted in the IL-19

amino acid sequence, Asn38–Val39–Thr40, and Asn117–

Ala118–Tyr119 (Fig. 1a); although only glycosylation at

Asn38 side chain was found in the IL-19 crystal structure

[24].

An ionic interaction between Lys27 and Asp143, con-

necting helices A and F, is observed at the surface of IL-19

monomer. This interaction may contribute to IL-19 helix A

bend. It is important to note that the aspartate residue at the

helix F bend is conserved in all non-interferon IL-10 family

members, although in IL-22 and IL-10 crystal structures

the helix A Lys side chain is turned away from the helix F

(data not shown). Nevertheless, the conservation of

charged residues at the equivalent structural position on the

surface of all non-interferon members of IL-10 family may

be important for the recognition of their cognate receptors,

as will be discussed in the following chapters.

IL-20

IL-20 is a cytokine that bears 28% sequence identity to

IL-10 and is located in a chromosomal region (1q32) that

defines a cytokine cluster, comprised of IL-10, IL-19,
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IL-20, and IL-24 [68]. In contrast to IL-22, which is mainly

produced by TH17, NK, and NK-like cells, IL-20 is mainly

a monocyte and dendritic cell product, like IL-19 [9, 69].

Bacterial LPS also induces IL-20 expression in glial cells

in the brain [70]. By tissue microarray analysis performed

on human tissues, anti-IL-20 antibodies showed a positive

signal in several non-neoplastic tissue types that include

skin, small intestine, colon, liver, lung, spleen, kidney,

prostate, uterus, and brain [71].

IL-20 binds to two different receptor complexes desig-

nated type 1 and type 2 IL-20 receptor complexes and

consisting of the IL-20R1/IL20R2 or IL-22R1/IL-20R2,

respectively [68]. These receptor complexes are expressed

by keratinocytes in normal skin and at lower levels in other

tissues like ovary and placenta. The skin is considered so

far as the major target for IL-20, which induces hyper-

proliferation of keratinocytes [68]. Its overexpression in

transgenic mice resulted in neonatal lethality with aberrant

epidermal differentiation, resulting in lesions that mimic

psoriasis lesions in human patients [68]. Interestingly, both

IL-20 and IL-22 transgenic mice showed a similar psoria-

sis-like phenotype, have very similar effects on human

keratinocytes, and are coexpressed in human psoriasis

lesions [17], suggesting that their common receptor chain,

IL-22R1, might be a key target for psoriasis.

IL-20 structural considerations IL-20 shares high pri-

mary structure identity (44.1%) and similarity (52.4%)

with IL-19. The position of IL-20 cysteine residues is

equivalent to those in IL-19 and therefore it is likely that

the three S–S interactions found in IL-19 also exist in IL-20

[24]. Furthermore, IL-20 and IL-19 can both signal through

type 1 IL-20 receptor complexes composed of IL-20R1 and

IL-20R2 [10]. Both IL-19 and IL-20 are observed as

monomers in solution, even at high protein concentration

[72]. Collectively, these observations suggest that IL-20 is

structurally very similar to IL-19.

IL-24

IL-24 is a unique gene among those of the IL-10 family.

Originally cloned by a strategy of differentiation induction

subtraction hybridization (DISH), and named melanoma

differentiation-associated gene-7 (mda7) [73] because its

expression correlated with differentiation of melanoma

cells upon addition of IFN-b and mezerein, an antitumor

compound isolated from the Daphne species of plants [74].

This induction leads to growth suppression, melanin syn-

thesis, and widespread alterations in gene expression in

melanocytes [75]. Interestingly, the mda-7 gene was orig-

inally not recognized to encode a secreted protein and was

considered as a cancer-specific apoptosis-inducing gene in

which antitumoral activity has been intensely studied

[76–79].

In normal human tissue, IL-24 transcripts are detected in

spleen, thymus, and peripheral blood leukocytes, an indi-

cation of expression restricted to the immune system [80].

The mouse IL-24 orthogue, originally called FISP for

(IL-4-induced secreted protein), was described as a TH2

cytokine [81]. The rat orthologue of mda-7/IL-24, origi-

nally called c49a, is induced during wound repair [82],

suggesting that it may play the same kind of activity as

IL-22 or IL-20. In line with this hypothesis, IL-24 has

been described to bind to the same receptor complexes as

IL-20 [10, 83], and IL-24 transgenic mice recapitulate most

of the features of IL-20- and IL-22-transgenic mice,

namely neonatal lethality, epidermal hyperplasia, and abnor-

mality in keratinocyte differentiation, supporting a largely

redundant role in epidermal functions for IL-20, IL-22, and

IL-24, which seem to be IL-22R1-dependent [84].

The anti-tumor activity of IL-24 is more controversial

[85]. This effect does not correlate with the expression of

receptor complexes binding the secreted form of this pro-

tein, but an appealing hypothesis proposes that the mda-7

gene encodes both the secreted IL-24 form and a cyto-

plasmic isoform that is able to induce apoptosis in cancer

cells [86] but not in normal cells. This effect is observed

when the protein is expressed without its secretion signal

peptide. The mechanism by which IL-24 specifically

induces apoptosis of tumor cells but not in normal cells

remains to be described. Both the secreted and the signal

peptide-deficient IL-24 isoforms might accumulate in the

ER and Golgi compartments, thereby generating a signal

that induces ‘‘ER-stress apoptosis’’. Mitochondrial function

might be an important player in this signaling, either by

generating reactive oxygen species (ROS), release of

cytochrome c, or by loss of mitochondrial transmembrane

potential [87, 88].

IL-24 has been evaluated in several clinical trials. The

first clinical phase I study used direct intratumoral injection

of adenoviruses containing IL-24 in patients with advanced

carcinoma. The injection was well tolerated and IL-24

mRNA was detected in 100% of injected lesions, and this

expression induced apoptosis in a high percentage of the

cells [89, 90]. The desirable clinical response was observed

only with repetition of the injection. Similar to what is

found in culture cells, the results of these gene therapies

showed induction of tumor cell-specific apoptosis, antitu-

mor bystander effect, and also modulation of the immune

response. The clinical trials confirmed possibilities of

medical applications of IL-24 in cancer therapy. Further

investigations of the mechanisms by which IL-24 controls

cell apoptosis intracellularly might further improve the

clinical strategies of such treatments.
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Besides its direct antitumoral activity, IL-24 is able to

prevent angiogenesis, the growth of new blood vessels that

sustain tumor development and metastasis. This could be

achieved by two mechanisms, one through interaction with

IL-20R2/IL-22R1 receptor complexes, which affects

endothelial cells [91], and the other by inhibiting vascular

endothelial growth factor (VEGF) production by cancer

cells [92]. Finally, like IL-19, several reports have descri-

bed activities of the secreted form of IL-24 upon cell types

that are not supposed to express its functional receptor

complexes. For instance, IL-24 reportedly promoted the

secretion of TNF-a, IFN-c, and IL-6 from peripheral blood

mononuclear cells (PBMC) [93], and inhibits the plasma

cell differentiation program in human germinal center B

cells [94]. Further studies are definitely required to better

understand the molecular mechanisms underlying these

atypical effects of IL-24, and their potential pathophysio-

logical relevance.

IL-24 structural considerations Similar to IL-22 and IL-

19, the secreted form of human IL-24 is also glycosylated

and shows an apparent molecular mass of 25.30 kDa [73].

IL-24 has only two cysteines: Cys59, at the N-terminal

region, and Cys106, at helix C. The amino acid sequence

alignment of IL-24 with IL-19 and comparison with the

IL-19 crystal structure suggest that IL-24 most probably

monomerize in solution, particularly if Cys59 and Cys106

form a disulfide bond (reviewed in [13]). However, if

Cys106 from one IL-24 polypeptide chain interacts with

Cys106 from the other IL-24 polypeptide chain, IL-24 may

also form an intertwined dimer exemplified by IL-10

structure. Such helix C/helix C0 disulfide bond has already

been observed in the viral IL-10-related protein encoded by

the cytomegalovirus genome [95]. However, in this case,

Cys59 could not be involved in S–S bond formation, which

is unusual for helical cytokines [24].

The interferon lambda subgroup

IFN-ks, also called type III interferons, display a modest

but significant sequence identity with IFN-a2, a type I

interferon, mainly in what concerns the cysteine residues

positions. Although IFN-ks sequence similarity to IL-10

family members is even lower (*20%) than to IFN-a2 or

IFN-b (*30%), these cytokines are generally considered

to belong to the IL-10 family, mainly because they bind to

and signal via the class II cytokine receptor IL-10R2 [4, 5,

96]. In this review, we will follow this somewhat broader

definition of the IL-10 family, which appeared to be sup-

ported by the 3D structure of human IFN-k3 [23].

At the biological level, IFN-k1, IFN-k2, and IFN-k3

cytokines are more related to type I IFN, sharing the estab-

lishment of antiviral protection [97], antiproliferative [96],

and antitumor [98–100] activities (reviewed in [101]). These

cytokines activate the same JAK-STAT pathway, leading to

the activation of STAT1/STAT2/IRF9 transcription factor

complexes [4, 5, 96]. Therefore, both type I and type III IFNs

are involved in the induction of a common set of genes,

but differ by the duration of signaling and the tissue speci-

ficity of the expression of their respective receptors [102,

103]. Likewise, analysis of gene expression using DNA

microarrays indicated similar induction in hepatocyte and B

cell lines stimulated with either IFN-k1 or IFN-a cytokines,

and this involves phosphorylation of STAT proteins STAT1,

-2, -3, -4, and STAT5 [104].

On the cell surface, IFN-ks bind to the IFN-kR1 receptor

(also called IL-28R1) associated with the common receptor

IL-10R2 for signaling, which is also used by IL-10, IL-22,

and IL-26 [105]. The tissue and cell specificities of the

responses to systemic IFN-a/b and IFN-k have been

recently compared by the group of Michiels [106]. The

response to IFN-k correlated with expression of IFN-kR1.

The IFN-k response was prominent in the stomach, intes-

tine, and lungs, and was mainly restricted to epithelial

cells. In contrast, the response to IFN-a/b was more

ubiquitous and was observed in various cell types [106].

These results raised the hypothesis that the IFN-k system

probably evolved to specifically protect epithelia. Thus,

IFN-ks might represent key contributors to the prevention

of viral invasion through skin and mucosal surfaces,

whereas IL-22 might be a key mediator of anti-bacterial

and anti-fungi responses at the very same surfaces of the

body, as discussed above.

The antiviral protection conferred by IFN-ks has been

confirmed in various cell lines, including HeLa, HuH7

hepatoma, and HT-29 colon epithelial cells and with dif-

ferent viruses, including Sindbis virus, dengue virus,

vesicular stomatitis virus, and human cytomegalovirus [97,

107]. Mouse deficient in the gene encoding IFN-kR1,

recently allowed to demonstrate the respective roles of type

I and type II IFN in an influenza infection model. Mice

lacking functional IFN-kR1 were only slightly more sus-

ceptible to influenza virus than wild-type mice. However,

mice lacking functional receptors for both IFN-a/b and

IFN-k were hypersensitive and even failed to restrict usu-

ally non-pathogenic influenza virus mutants lacking the

IFN-antagonistic factor NS1 [108].

When using interferons as therapeutic agents, the most

important limiting factor is specificity. Indeed, IFN-a has

been used for therapy of carcinomas but this strategy has a

large range of side effects, which include myelosuppres-

sion [109]. Because of the restricted tissue expression of

the IFN-kR1 receptor, IFN-ks might be used as therapeutic

agents without this type of toxicity. Hepatitis C virus could

be an important target of IFN-ks, as suggested by genetics

studies showing that genetic variation in the gene encoding
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IFN-k3 predicts hepatitis C treatment-induced viral clear-

ance [110–113]. Although mouse liver cells might not

respond to IFN-ks, it has been shown that IFN-k1 in

combination with either IFN-a or IFN-c is able to block

hepatitis C virus replication in human hepatocytes, indi-

cating that IFN-ks may be used for treatment of this disease

[114].

IFN-k3 structural studies Very recently, Gad et al. [23]

solved and published the human IFN-k3 crystal structure

(PDB ID 3HHC). Analysis of IFN-k3 X-ray structure

reveals that this type III interferon is more structurally

related to IL-10 family members than to other interferons.

Furthermore, IFN-k3 is very similar to IL-22, which dis-

plays parallel functions in skin as discussed above [23].

IFN-k3 contains the six a-helical domain (helices A to F),

characteristic of all class II cytokines. The four-helix

bundle, typical for the IL-10 family, is found in the IFN-k3

core. This comprises helices A, C, D, and F. The later

helix, helix F, also has the characteristic bend found in

other IL-10 family members.

Seven cysteine residues are found in IFN-k3 structure,

and six of these form three disulfide bonds (Fig. 2b;

Table 1). Cys4 is bound to Cys103, connecting the N-ter-

minal region to helix D. It is important to note that this S–S

bond is conserved among the IL-10 family members.

However, the other two S–S bridges have no equivalents in

other IL-10 family proteins. The Cys38–Cys136 bond,

which connects the AB loop with the beginning of helix F1,

is restricted to IFN I and IFN III groups; whereas Cys155–

Cys162 bridge, found in the end of helix F2, is only

observed in the IFN-ks group (with the exception of the

human IFN-k1) [23].

IFN-k1 and IFN-k2: structural considerations Since

IFN-k2 shares 94% of amino acid sequence identity with

IFN-k3, it is to be expected that their 3D structures are

almost identical, including the disulfide bonds pattern [23].

At the same time, IFN-k1 has very high amino acid

sequence identity with IFN-k3 (69%), therefore, it is highly

probable that IFN-k1 is also structurally very similar to

IFN-k3 [23]. The structural organization of IFN-k3 [23]

and previous experimental observations [13] suggest that

IFN-ks form monomers in solution.

The IL-10 family members that form intertwined

dimers: IL-10 and IL-26

IL-10

Originally termed cytokine synthesis inhibitor factor [115],

interleukin-10 (IL-10) is a notably important cytokine with

pleiotropic immunoregulatory effects. It was first identified

as a product of T-helper type 2 (Th2) cells, but since its

discovery, a large variety of cells were identified as the

source of IL-10, which include macrophages, monocytes, B

cells, dendritic cells (DC), CD8? T cells, regulatory T cells

(Tregs), Th1 cells, and Th17 cells [116]. After secretion, on

the surface of its target cells, dimeric IL-10 molecules bind

to the high-affinity IL-10R1 receptor and this complex

recruits the low-affinity receptor IL-10R2 [117]. This

sequential mechanism allows the intracellular activation of

Janus kinase 1 (Jak1) and also tyrosine kinase 2 (Tyk2).

Once activated, these kinases phosphorylate signal trans-

ducer and activator of transcription proteins (STAT1 and

STAT3), which are the main transcription factors involved

in IL-10-mediated immune responses [1]. In turn, the

transcription factors activate the expression of SOCS-3

(suppressor of cytokine signaling-3) and also SOCS-1

genes, which results in the inhibition of JAK-STAT-

dependent signaling [118].

The immunomodulatory effects of IL-10 are complex,

given that this cytokine presents both antiinflammatory

and immunostimulatory activities. Its anti-inflammatory

activity can be illustrated by a long list of genes that are

downregulated by IL-10 including IFN-c and IL-2 by

Th1 lymphocytes, Th2-cell derived cytokines (IL-4 and

IL-5), IFN-c and TNF-a by NK cells, and proinflam-

matory cytokines (IL-1b, TNF-a, and IL-6) by

mononuclear phagocytes [1], while IL-10 promotes the

production of cytokine antagonists such as IL-1RA [119]

and soluble TNF p75 receptors [120]. It was also

described that IL-10 molecules are capable of inhibiting

the production of chemokines such as MIP-1a (monocyte

inflammatory protein-1a), IL-8, and RANTES (regulated

on activation, normal T expressed and secreted) [121,

122]. Moreover, IL-10 inhibits the expression of the

major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II mole-

cules, intercellular adhesion molecule 1 and costimu-

latory molecules CD80 and CD86 in antigen-presenting

cells (APC) [123].

Immunostimulatory effects elicited by IL-10 include

promotion of the survival of human B cells, which

occurs simultaneously with increasing levels of anti-

apoptotic bcl-2 protein [124] and an increase of NK cell

activity [125]. Increased IL-10 production has been

observed in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) patients

and serum IL-10 values reflect SLE disease activity,

suggesting that overexpression of IL-10 might play a

pathogenic role in severe lupus disease [126]. In vitro,

interleukin-10 blockade corrects impaired cellular

immune responses of SLE patients [127], suggesting that

anti-IL-10 antibodies might represent a meaningful

therapeutic approach in this disease. Indeed, clinical tri-

als already tested murine anti-IL-10 for treatment of

lupus erythematosus during 3 weeks [128]. This
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treatment resulted in rapid and long-lasting amelioration

of the disease.

Altogether, IL-10 effects predominantly limit inflam-

matory responses in order to minimize tissue damage

initiated by microorganism challenges. Such an anti-

inflammatory activity represents an attractive perspective

for inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis. In a

murine model of collagen-induced arthritis, injection of

human adenovirus type 5 expressing IL-10 had a protective

effect in the knee joint. This overexpression altered TNF-a
and IL-1a production in inflamed synovium and probably

has an effect in collagen arthritis in the knee [129]. These

results suggest that IL-10 cytokine is likely to be suitable

for treatment of rheumatoid arthritis.

IL-10 structural description The crystal structure of

IL-10 was the first reported three-dimensional structure of

an IL-10 family member [6, 7], which revealed an unex-

pected similarity with the IFN-c 3D fold [7]. Differently

from what is observed for the IL-19 subfamily members,

IL-10 forms intimate intertwined homodimers. Each IL-10

subunit has two disulfide bonds connecting the DE loop to

helix C (Cys62–Cys114) and to the N-terminal region

(Cys12–Cys108). These S–S interactions, mainly the one

between Cys62 and Cys114, promote a certain degree of

rigidity of helix E. As a consequence, helices E and F fold

as an independent IL-10 domain that makes a right angle

with the other domain composed of helices A–D [6, 7, 130,

131]. This promotes two IL-10 polypeptide chains to join

together to form an intertwined V-shaped dimer. Each of

the two domains of the IL-10 dimer contains four helices

from one polypeptide chain (helices A–D) and two other

helices from the other polypeptide chain (helices E0 and F0,
Fig. 2a). In IFN-c, a short DE loop is the main reason for a

similar structural architecture; however, in IFN-c, the angle

formed between the two monomers is *60� [131–134]. In

IL-10, the 90� inter-domain angle allows helix C to be

exposed, creating a potential interaction site with its

receptors [6].

The quaternary structure arrangement of IL-10 in the

form of intimate intertwined dimer is one of the main

structural differences that distinguishes it from the IL-19

sub-family members (reviewed in [13]). However, similar

to all other class II cytokines, IL-10 forms a four-helix

bundle (helices A, C, D, and F0), which is characteristic

feature of this class of proteins. These four helices form an

extensive hydrophobic core that accounts for 85% of all the

hydrophobic residues of IL-10 [130].

In IL-10, helices A, C, and F display significant bends,

which were inferred to improve the IL-10 fold [6]. Helix A

is kinked at the residues Leu23 and Phe30, which disrupts

the hydrogen bond pattern of helix A, forming a new net-

work with the residues of helix D. Helix C contains the

well-conserved Pro78 residue, found in all known IL-10

amino acid sequences. Pro78 is responsible for a 23� bend

of helix C, which is centered at Val-76 and leads to the

exposure of Glu75 side chain [6]. The conserved kink at

helix F is found in all other IL-10 family members with

known 3D structures. In IL-10, helix F is turned *129�,

exposing the side chain of Glu142 and braking helix F in

helix F1 and helix F2, in exactly the same way as observed

for IL-22.

The IL-10 helix F presents a canonical IL-10 family

sequence signature K A/S X G/S E X D X X (where X is a

hydrophobic residue), also found in IL-22. However, there

are several amino acid substitutions in IL-10 primary

structure in comparison to the same region of IL-22 amino

acid sequence (Fig. 1a).

IL-26

IL-26 was found in a screen searching for phenotypic

alterations of T-cells upon simian rhadinovirus herpesvirus

saimiri (HVS) infection [135, 136]. This interleukin has

47% similarity to IL-10 and it is secreted as intimate

homodimers in solution as also found for IL-10 [137].

IL-26 secretion is not observed in B cells [138] but it is

detected by RT-PCR in T and NK cells [9] and also in

various T-cell lines transformed with HVS, but not in

Jurkat, HeLa, SupT1, MT2, HuT-102, C91PL, B/JAB, and

Tera2 cells [138].

The target cells of IL-26 are colon carcinoma cells and

keratinocytes [139]. A typical feature of IL-26 is its high

affinity for heparin that suggests similar affinity for gly-

cosaminoglycans moieties on proteoglycans that could

enrich the cytokine at the cell surface and work as IL-26

co-receptors. Enriched cytokines would bind to IL-20R1

and IL-10R2 receptors combination [139, 140] and activate

STAT1 and STAT3 transcription factors. This particular

receptor combination is what gives IL-26 its specificity

since the other IL-10 family members are not able to signal

via this complex. Moreover, this specificity is determined

by IL-20R1 expression in specific tissue and not by

IL-10R2, which is broadly expressed.

The participation of IL-26 in human diseases remains

unclear, and the absence of any IL-26 orthologue in the

mouse genome does not facilitate the evaluation of its

biological activities. IL-26 maps to human chromosomal

region 12q15 in a close vicinity to IL-22 and IFN- c [138].

Polymorphisms in this region are related to sex bias in

rheumatoid arthritis [141]. A more compelling result

indicates that IL-26 protein expression is higher in patients

with Crohn’s disease [142]. IL-26 stimulates the expression

of proinflammatory mediators (TNF-a e IL-8) in IECs

(intestinal epithelial cells) [142]. Moreover, overexpression

of IL-26 in colonic lesions of patients with Crohn’s disease
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is correlated to IL-22 and IL-8 production, which are also

involved in inflammation. Whether IL-26 plays an actual

role in the pathogenesis or just represents a useful marker

for inflammatory bowel disease remains to be established.

IL-26 structural considerations IL-26 has 24.7% amino

acid sequence identity and 47% similarity to IL-10. Based

on the highly conserved cysteine positions found between

IL-26 and IL-10, as well as in vitro analysis of recombi-

nant IL-26 [137, 138], it was proposed that IL-26 forms

IL-10-like intercalated homodimers [138].

Cell signaling by IL-10 family members

The signaling of IL-10 family members is initiated by the

recognition of a soluble interleukin by specific transmem-

brane receptors. IL-10 family members bind to the

extracellular domain of two transmembrane receptors,

forming a ternary complex constituted of the interleukin,

one receptor chain with a long cytoplasmic domain, and

one receptor chain with a short cytoplasmic domain.

Both receptor chains possess cognate Janus-family

tyrosine kinases (JAK1, JAK2, or Tyk2) associated with

their intracellular domain. Interleukin binding to the two

specific receptors activates JAK proteins, either by allow-

ing ideal protein/protein contacts, or by inducing

conformational changes (Fig. 3). It is important to note that

a single JAK molecule cannot phosphorylate any specific

residues on its own chain, due to intra-chain mobility

problems (reviewed in [143]). However, upon the ternary

IL/IL-R1/IL-R2 complex formation, the two JAKs mole-

cules associated with IL-R1 and IL-R2 can phosphorylate

each other, which increases their phosphorylation activity.

The activated JAKs then phosphorylate several residues in

the receptor chain, signaling to signal transducers and
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Fig. 3 Schematic representation of IL-10 family members signaling

pathway, based on the IL-22 set of receptors. 1 Inactivated long- and

short-chain class II cytokine receptors are bound to Janus-family

tyrosine kinases (JAK1 and Tyk2). Inactivated STAT homodimers are

found in the cytoplasm. 2 Interleukin binding on the extracellular

portion of R1 and R2 activates intracellular JAK/Tyk phosphory-

lation. Tyrosine residues on either Jak/Tyk and on the receptors are

phosphorylated. However, a soluble decoy receptor (IL-22BP) can

interact with the IL-22 lacking transmembrane receptor activation.

3 STATs are recruited and phosphorylated, forming activated STAT

dimers. 4 STAT dimers migrate to the nucleus activating cytokine

specific induced genes
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activator of transcription (STATs), which results in phos-

phorylation of specific STAT residues.

The phosphorylated STATs form homo- or heterodimers

then migrate to the nucleus where they specifically activate

transcription. Phosphorylated STAT dimers specifically

bind to GAS (IFN-c activation site), a palindromic

enhancer with a consensus sequence (N5-GAS) found in

many promoters of cytokine-responsive genes [143, 144]

(Fig. 3). In the case of signaling by IFN-ks, a complex

consisting of STAT1, STAT2, and p48 (IRF9), termed

ISGF3, binds to interferon-stimulated response element

(ISRE) promoting interferon-specific gene transcription

[145, 146]. All other members of the IL-10 family activate

mainly STAT3.

Receptors involved in IL-10 family members signaling

As alluded to above, a ternary complex formation involv-

ing the interleukin and its cognate type 1 and type 2

receptors is a crucial step in activation of the effective

interleukin signaling. All IL-10 family members signal

through the combination of a long chain (IL-10R1,

IL-22R1, IL-20R1, or IFN-kR) and a short-chain (IL-10R2

or IL20-R2) class II cytokine receptor (reviewed in [143,

145], Table 2). Additionally, IL-22 can interact with high

affinity with the IL-22 binding protein (IL-22BP), a soluble

type 1 receptor that can antagonizes IL-22 signaling by

impairing its interaction with the transmembrane receptor

IL-22R1 [147]; Fig. 3.

The class II cytokine receptor family (CRF2) comprises

transmembrane glycoproteins with a single membrane

spanning region of 20–25 amino acid residues. The CRF2s

can be separated into three domains, the extracellular

(*200 amino acids long), the intracellular (*60 to *300

amino acids long, for the short- and long-chain receptors,

respectively) and the transmembrane domain. Although

low residue conservation is observed in the transmembrane

and intracellular domains of the CRF2s, several important

features are preserved in the extracellular domain.

The extracellular portion of CRF2s contains two highly

conserved disulfide bridges and several conserved proline

and tryptophan residues. This domain is generally orga-

nized into two fibronectin type III (FNIII) sub-domains in

tandem, which have an immunoglobulin-like fold with

seven b-strands organized in two b-sheets (reviewed in

[143, 145]). The extracellular domain of class II cytokine

receptors is responsible for its ligand binding and speci-

ficity. There is a partial overlap of CRF2s combination in

IL-10 family signaling, but specificity is still attained by a

specific receptor and/or interleukin expression by different

cell types [145, 146].

The cytoplasmic domain of cytokine receptors generally

contains short a-helices organized in boxes named box I

and box II close to the transmembrane regions. These

‘boxes’ are responsible for stable interactions with JAKs

[148] (Table 3). Several tyrosine residues are found in the

cytokine receptor cytoplasmic portion, and these are

phosphorylated by the JAKs associated kinases after

receptor stimulation (reviewed in [143]). JAK phosphory-

lation leads to STAT activation, mostly STAT1 and

STAT3, but STAT5 phosphorylation can also be induced

by IL-10, IL-22 and the IFN-k group that also signals

through STAT2 (reviewed in [143]). A unique character-

istic of the IL-22R1 chain is that the C terminus of this

receptor chain recruits in a tyrosine-independent manner

the coiled-coil domain of STAT3. Mutation of all IL-22R

cytoplasmic tyrosines did not abolish activation of STAT3

in response to IL-22. By contrast, deletion of the C-ter-

minal part of IL-22R1 dramatically decreased its ability to

activate STAT3 and to mediate IL-22 activity in cell lines,

demonstrating that pre-association of STAT3 with this

cytokine receptor, independent from the interaction

between the Src homology 2 domain and phosphotyrosines,

is required for its full activity [149].

In terms of crystal structures, limited information is

currently available about IL-10 family members’ binaryTable 2 The IL-10 members and their transmembrane receptors

IL-10

member

Type 1

receptor

Type 2

receptor

Reference

IL-10 IL-10R1 IL-10R2 [11, 12]

IL-19 IL-20R1 IL-20R2 [10, 164]

IL-20 IL-20R1

IL-22R1

IL-20R2

IL-10R2

[10, 68, 164]

IL-22 IL-22R1

IL22BP

IL-10R2 [154, 155, 157,

165]

IL-24 IL-20R1

IL-22R1

IL-20R2

IL-20R2

[10, 83, 164]

IL-26 IL-20R1 IL-10R2 [139, 140]

IFN-ks INF-kR1 IL-10R2 [4, 145]

Table 3 Cytokine class II receptors involved in IL-10 family mem-

bers signaling and their associated Janus-family thyrosine kinases

(JAKs)

CRF2 JAK associated Reference

IL-10R1 JAK1 [157]

IL-20R1 JAK1, JAK2 [166]

IL-22R1 JAK1, JAK2 [157]

IFN-kR1 JAK1 [167, 168]

IL-10R2 Tyk2 [157]

IL-20R2 JAK2 or Tyk2 [166]
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complexes, and no crystallographic data exists for the

ternary complexes to date. Overall, the crystal structures of

IL-10/IL-10R1 [117] and IL-22/IL-22R1 [27, 28] binary

complexes have already been solved. Very recently, the 3D

structure of IL-22 bound to its decoy soluble receptor

IL-22BP has also been determined [150].

Based on the available crystal structures of IL-10s

binary complexes, here we will discuss the interleukin/

receptor interfaces, conformational changes caused by the

type 1 receptor binding and the potential type 2 receptor

binding sites formed upon the binary complex formation.

Since the ternary complex’s structures are not yet avail-

able, we will refer to theoretical models and site-directed

mutagenesis analysis to discuss the second receptor-

binding interfaces and the importance of cytokine con-

formational changes for the ternary complex formation.

We will also review the published data that focused on

the interleukin/receptor hotspots in the other IL-10 family

members.

Binary complexes with known three-dimensional

structure

IL-10 and IL-22 binary and ternary complexes have been

extensively studied over the last decade [27, 28, 57, 150–

153]. However, due to the intrinsic difficulties to work with

the entire transmembrane receptor, these studies were

mostly conducted with the receptor extracellular domain. It

has been shown that IL-10 and IL-22 display high affinity

for their long-chain cognate receptors (IL-10R1 and IL-

22R1, respectively); while the interaction of the free

interleukin with the second receptor chain, IL-10R2, is

weak [57, 151].

It was also demonstrated that the first binary complex

formation facilitates interactions with IL-10R2. Experi-

mental data obtained using surface plasmon resonance

(SPR) demonstrated that the dissociation constant of the

soluble sIL-10R2 and IL-22 complex is 120 lM, as com-

pared to 14.4 lM for the IL-22/IL-22R1 binary complex,

[151]. In a similar way, the dissociation constant for

IL-10R2 and IL-10 is in the millimolar range whereas that

of IL-10/IL-10R1 binary complex is in the micromolar

range [57]. These findings suggest that conformational

changes of the cytokines, caused by the first receptor

binding, and/or the formation of new interaction sites on

the binary complex, may contribute to the second receptor

binding, in a sequential cooperative process involving the

binary and ternary complexes formation.

The IL-22/IL-22R1 structure and interfaces

Two crystal structures of IL-22 complexes with the soluble

extracellular domain of IL-22R1 (sIL-22R1) independently

determined by two different groups have been reported

recently (PDB ID: 3DGC [27] and 3DLQ [28]). Both

structures revealed that the sIL-22R1 is composed of two

fibronectin type III (FBN-III) domains, termed D1 (N-ter-

minal) and D2 (C-terminal) [27, 28]. The D1 and D2

domains make an angle of approximately 120� to each

other [28]. Each IL-22R1 domain presents seven b-strands

(A, B, C, C0, E, F and G) forming a sandwich of two

antiparallel b-sheets connected by small helix and loops. In

addition, IL-22R1 three-dimensional structure contains a

small N-terminal helix (Fig. 4a).

Residues from IL-22 helix A, AB loop, and helix F

make contacts with IL-22R1 loops L2 to L6, which are

located at the interface of D1 and D2 domains. A total of

25 amino acid residues are involved in IL-22 and IL-22R1

interactions [28], and these are mainly mediated by polar

contacts. Two sub-sites can be recognized in the IL-22/

IL-22R1 interface, namely site 1a and 1b [27]. Site 1a is

characterized by hydrogen bond and ionic interactions

between IL-22 and the D1 N-terminal domain from

IL-22R1. An extensive water-mediated hydrogen bond

network is present between residues from IL-22R1 L2–L4

loops and residues from IL-22 AB loop and helix F. The

IL-22R1 Tyr60 (loop L2) and the IL-22 Arg73 (AB loop)

residues are found at the center of two discernible clusters

of this network, located, respectively, at the upper and

lower portion of the site 1a. Residue Tyr60 inserts itself

into a cleft formed by IL-22 helices A and F and the AB

loop, contacting IL-22 residues from helix F1 (Lys162 and

Glu166) and AB loop (Asp67, Asp71, and Arg73). It is

important to note that Lys162 and Glu166 make part of the

IL-10 signature (KAIGELDLL). IL-22R1 residues Glu62,

Ser64, and Gly61 from loop L2 and Tyr93 and Arg112

from loop L4 also participate in this network. On the other

portion of site 1a, Arg73 side chain is stabilized by a water

molecule that also interacts with the IL-22R1 Tyr60 main

chain oxygen atom. Arg73 projects itself into a cluster of

water molecules and polar side chains. Arg73, Asp168

(helix F2), and Gly165 (helix F bent) from IL-22 partici-

pate in the hydrogen bond network by interacting with

residues from IL-22R1 loop L3 (Glu90, Thr89 and Lys88)

and loop L4 (Ser114). Additionally, three ionic contacts are

found in IL-22/IL-22R1 site 1a, involving residues Asp71,

Asp67, and Arg112 from IL-22 and residues Lys58,

Arg112, and Glu90 from IL-22R1 (connected by the red

lines in Fig. 4a).

On the other hand, the IL-22/IL-22R1 interactions at site

1b are less extensive, but nevertheless appear very

important for IL-22 conformational changes induced by

IL-22R1 binding. A hydrogen bond network is formed,

which involves IL-22 residues from helices A and F and

IL-22R1 residues from loops L5 and L6 in its D2 C-ter-

minal domain. Phe47 and Thr53 from IL-22 helix A
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interact with Thr207 from IL-22R1 loop L6 through a

water molecule, whereas the IL-22R1 Thr207 side chain

interacts directly with the Arg175 side chain located on

IL-22 helix F. Phe47, Gln49, and Thr53 from IL-22 helix

A interact with the backbone oxygen from Pro206 on

IL-22R1 loop L5. A hydrophobic cluster, involving IL-22

residues positioned at helix F (Met172 and Arg175) and

IL-22R1 residues from loop L6 (Thr207 and Trp208), also

contributes to IL-22/IL-22R1 binding and recognition.

Mutagenesis analysis revealed that IL-22R1 residue

Tyr60 is essential for IL-22/IL-22R1 complex formation

[28]. Mutation of Tyr60 to either Arg or Ala impaired

STAT3-dependent responses in HEK-293 cells expressing

the IL-22R1 point mutants [28]. On the other hand, cells

expressing the IL-22R1 Lys58Ala point mutant still

responded to IL-22 stimulation, however with a 100-fold

decrease in specific activity [28]. This observation suggests

that lost of ionic interaction between IL-22R1 Lys58 and

IL-22 Asp71 is important, but somewhat less fundamental

for IL-22/IL-22R1 complex formation.

The IL-22/IL-22BP structure and interfaces

In 2001, a gene encoding a protein of 231 amino acid

length and sharing 33% amino acid identity with the

extracellular domain of IL-22R1 has been identified [154,

155]. The protein, lacking the transmembrane and cyto-

plasmic domains of typical class II cytokine receptors,

displays structural homology with the extracellular portion

of IL-22R1 [155]. The purified protein migrated as a 35 to

45-kDa band on SDS-PAGE gels, suggesting existence of

glycosylation. Indeed, bioinformatics analysis predicts five

N-glycosylation sites (Asn-X-Thr/Ser) based on the protein

amino acid sequence. The recombinant protein binds to and

inhibits IL-22 activity in hepatocytes and intestinal epi-

thelial cells [155]. Furthermore, cross-linking experiments

revealed that the protein binds IL-22 and prevents the

formation of IL-22/IL-22R1/IL-10R2 ternary complex

[154]. This protein was termed IL-22 binding protein

(IL-22BP) [154, 155].

IL-22BP has higher affinity to IL-22 (*1 pM) than

IL-22R1 (*1 nM) and does not bind any other family

member, such as IL-10, IL-19, IL-20, or IL-24. Thus, it

seems that the IL-22BP expression is one of the mecha-

nisms to specifically regulate IL-22 activity and probably

modulates local inflammation [27, 57].

The IL-22BP human gene is organized in six exons and

located on chromosome 6, 100 kb apart from IL-20R1 and

24 kb from the gene encoding IFN-cR1 [147, 154, 155].

Tissue distribution of IL-22BP mRNA showed the highest

expression levels in breast, placenta, and skin; but high

expression was also found in spleen, gastrointestinal tract,

and lungs, and lower levels were detected in brain, heart,

thymus, pancreas, testis, and prostate [147, 155]. Nothing

is currently known about the distribution of the protein, its

concentration in various body fluids, and its correlation

with pathophysiological processes.

The structure of IL-22BP bound to IL-22 has been

solved very recently ([150], PDB entry 3G9V). Not sur-

prisingly, the overall IL-22BP structure organization is

very similar to the extracellular part of IL-22R1

(r.m.s.d. = 1.68 Å). IL-22BP molecule folds in an

L-shaped structure consisting of two FBN-III domains (a

N-terminal D1 domain and a C-terminal D2 domain),

connected by a small 310 helix and making a 125� opening

angle with respect to each other. Each FBN-III domain

forms a b-sandwich composed by two anti-parallel sheets

formed from seven b-strands, named A, B, E and C, C0, F,

and G (Fig. 4b).

IL-22BP D1 domain is more similar to IL-22R1 D1

(r.m.s.d. = 0.81 Å) than are their D2 domains

(r.m.s.d. = 3.57 Å). This is in line with the lower amino

acid sequence identity between IL-22R1 and IL-22BP at

the D2 domain regions [150]. There are also structural

divergences in the disulfide bond pattern between these two

receptors within the D2 domain region. In IL-22BP,

Cys206 (b-strand F) is probably connected to Cys227

(b-strand G), although Cys227 has not been observed in the

electron density of the IL-22/IL-22BP crystal complex.

However, in IL-22R1, Cys128 (b-strand A) is linked to

Cys217 (b-strand G). This is a particularity of the IL-22R1,

since the disulfide bond pattern found in IL-22BP D2

domain is conserved in all other class II cytokine receptors.

Another disulfide bond found in IL-22BP structure occurs

in the D1 domain: Cys78 interacts with Cys86, connecting

strands C0 and E. Equivalent S–S bridges are found in the

IL-22R1 and IL-10R2 D1 domains.

Comparison of IL-22/IL-22BP and IL-22/IL-22R1

crystal structures show that both receptors display over-

lapping IL-22 binding interfaces, which is consistent with

the inhibitory role played by IL-22BP. As observed for the

IL-22/IL-22R1 and IL-10/IL-10R1 complexes, IL-22BP

contacts IL-22 using loops L2 to L6 forming two distinct

binding interfaces: site 1a and site 1b.

Residues from IL-22BP loops L2–L4 contact IL-22

residues from loop AB (Asp67, Thr70, Asp71, Val72,

Arg73, Glu77) and helix F1 (Lys162, Gly165, Glu166),

forming the IL-22/IL-22BP site 1a. Tyr67 from IL-22BP

loop L2, which is equivalent to IL-22R1 Tyr60, inserts

itself into a cleft formed by residues from IL-22 helices A

and F1 and the AB loop, including Lys162 and Glu166 that

are part of the IL-10 family signature. IL-22BP Tyr67

makes direct contacts with Asp67, Asp166, and Lys162

side chains and Val72, Arg73, and Thr70 main chains.

Furthermore, water mediates the interaction between

IL-22BP Tyr67 main chain oxygen atom and IL-22 Glu77
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side chain. Lys65, Glu97, and Arg119 from IL-22BP loops

L2, L3, and L4, respectively, form ionic interactions with

IL-22 residues Asp71, Arg73 and Asp67 located on the AB

loop (Fig. 4b).

On the other hand, there are fewer polar contacts at the

IL-22/IL-22BP site 1b. IL-22BP residues Met215 and Leu216

from the loop L6 interact with IL-22 residues from the helices

pre-A (Phe47) and A (Thr53 and Asn54). Interestingly,

IL-22BP residue Glu168 and IL-22 helix F2 residue Arg175

form an ionic interaction that is not observed in the IL-22/

IL-22R1 site 1b interface, due to an alternative side chain

conformation of Arg175 in the IL-22/IL-22R1 binary com-

plex structure [28]. Additionally, IL-22BP Trp123, Trp124,

Met215, and Leu216 are closely positioned to the hydropho-

bic IL-22 residues Phe57, and Met172, thus forming a

hydrophobic cluster that further contributes to IL-22/IL-22BP

stabilization at the site 1b (Fig. 4b).

Structural analysis of the IL-22/IL-22BP interface and

its comparison to IL-22/IL-22R1 binary complex revealed

a number of structural divergences concerning their bind-

ing interfaces. Overall, the IL-22BP polar contacts with

IL-22 are higher in number and smaller in distances than

the observed to IL-22R1 and these are mainly direct instead

of water mediated contacts. Furthermore, IL-22/IL-22BP

complex contains a larger hydrophobic cluster centered at

site 1b as compared to IL-22/IL-22R1. These structural

differences might explain dissimilarities in affinity of IL-22

binding to IL-22BP and IL-22R1.

The critical residues identified from the structural

analysis of the IL-22/IL-22BP complex allowed the design

of site-directed mutagenesis for functional studies [89].

Two IL-22BP residues (Tyr67 and Arg119) were chosen

due to their participation in important IL-22/IL-22BP

interactions. Both IL-22BP Tyr67 and Arg119 point

mutants completely abolished IL-22 binding. Mutations in

equivalent residues of IL-22R1 led to similar results. These

findings indicate that Tyr67 (Tyr60 in IL-22R1) and

Arg119 (Arg112 in IL-22R1) are crucial for IL-22BP and

IL-22R1 binding to IL-22 [28, 150].

The IL-10/IL-10R1 structure and interfaces

The three-dimensional structure of IL-10 in complex with

its cognate receptor sIL-10R1 was solved by Josephson and

co-workers in 2001 (PDB ID 1J7V [117]). Despite the low

amino acid sequence identity between IL-22R1 and

IL-10R1, they are structurally similar. The main differ-

ences observed between these two structures are related to
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the orientation of the IL-10R1 D2 domain with respect to

its D1 domain. The IL10R1 D1 domain is rotated about 30�
with respect to the D2 domain in comparison to the

orthogonal mutual orientation of D1/D2 domains of the

IL-22R1 structure [27, 28]. Furthermore, IL-10R1 contains

a WSXWS-like motif, consisting of residues His87, Ser88,

Gln89, Trp90, and Thr91, in its D1 domain (Fig. 4c). The

WSXWS motif is found in class 1 cytokine receptors [156].

In IL-10R1, the HSQWT sequence divides the G strand of

D1 domain in two equivalent sub-parts, named G1 and G2

[117]. Differently from the classic class 1 receptors con-

taining the WSXWS sequence, the hydrogen bond pattern

of the IL-10R1 positions the G1 and G2 segments parallel

to each other, orienting the L2 and L4 loops position. It was

proposed that the residues in or close to the WSXWS-like

motif may influence domain orientation, as well interleu-

kin/receptor interactions [117]. It is important to note that,

in IL-22R1, there is no equivalent sequence and the G

strand is continuous (Fig. 4a). Furthermore, the disulfide

bonds found in IL-10R1 are not structurally equivalent to

those observed in IL-22R1.

Despite the low sequence identity and several secondary

structure mismatches, the overall IL-10/IL-10R1 interac-

tions are very similar to those found in the IL-22/IL-22R1

complex. The same two interfaces described to IL-22/IL-

22R1, sites 1a and 1b, occur in the IL-10/IL-10R1 com-

plex, involving structurally equivalent regions. Site 1a

includes the IL-10R1 loops L2-L4 and IL-10 AB loop and

helix F; whereas site 1b is composed by the IL-10R1 loops

L5, L6, and the N-terminal portion of helix A and the

C-terminal region of IL-10 (Fig. 4c).

The main interactions observed in IL-22/IL-22R1 site 1a

are conserved in the equivalent site of the IL-10/IL-10R1

crystal complex. IL-10 Tyr43 play the role of IL-22 Tyr60

being positioned into the cleft formed by the interleukin

helix A, the AB loop and helix F, interacting with the IL-10

residues Glu142 and Lys138, from the IL-10 sequence

signature region, through hydrogen bonds [117]. Thus, the

main epitope observed in IL-22/IL-22R1 binary complex is

conserved in IL-10/IL-10R1.

However, when comparing the IL-10/IL-10R1 to the

IL-22/IL-22R1 site 1a interface, several differences can be

identified. The second cluster of polar residues found in the

IL-22/IL-22R1 1a interface is absent in the IL-10 binary

complex. The charged Arg73 found in IL-22 is replaced by

an apolar residue, Leu46, in the IL-10 AB loop. This

substitution impairs IL-10 interactions with the IL-10R1

loop L3 (Fig. 4).
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The IL-22R1 residues Tyr93 and Lys58 have their

structural equivalent counterparts in IL-10R1, Arg76, and

Leu41. Arg76 is found in two alternative conformations in

the IL-10/IL-10R1 crystal complex. In one of its confor-

mations, Arg76 plays the role of Tyr93 at the IL-22/IL-

22R1 interface, being hydrogen bonded to the main chain

of IL-10 Gln38 and to a water molecule. On the other hand,

the second Arg76 side chain conformation substitutes for

the IL-22R1 Lys58 side chain, making an ionic interaction

with Asp44 at IL-10 AB loop and a hydrogen bond inter-

action with Gln42 side chain. In IL-10R1, a smaller and

uncharged residue (Leu41) is at IL-22R1 Lys58 equivalent

position. Thus, the L2 loop residue Arg76, instead of the

strand C residue Lys58 (in IL-22R1), forms the ionic

interaction at the upper portion of the IL-10/IL-10R1

complex.

Another interesting feature found in the IL-10/IL-10R1

crystal complex is related to IL-10R1 L4 loop position. If

one superposes the equivalent loop region of IL-22R1 with

IL-10R1, it can be observed that the IL-10R1 loop L4 is in

a more extended conformation than the same loop in the

IL-22R1 structure. The above-mentioned WSXWS-like

motif present in IL-10R1 G strand projects its L4 loop in

the direction of IL-10. As a result, the IL-10R1 Arg96 side

chain is positioned close to the negative-charged side

chains of Asp144 and Glu142 placed on IL-10 helix F,

contributing to the binding of the interleukin to its receptor.

Furthermore, Arg96 also interacts with the IL-10 Gln38

side chain and Ser141 main chain. However, in IL-22R1,

the Arg112 side chain—that is equivalent to IL-10R1

Arg96—is positioned at the upper portion of the IL-22/IL-

22R1 site 1a due to the shorter L4 loop extension, and, as a

consequence, the interactions with IL-22 helix F are mainly

mediated by water molecules.

In the site 1b, the IL-10/IL-10R1 contacts are more

extensive than IL-22/IL22R1 crystal complex interactions.

Comparison of IL-10 and IL-22 free structures (Fig. 2)

reveals that these two interleukins display different orien-

tations of their N-terminal regions and helix A. These

features are important for receptor specificity and binding

to site 1b. In IL-10/IL-10R1 complex, the IL-10 N-terminal

portion of helix A is continuous and there are two arginine

side chains projected in the direction of the receptor (Arg24

and Arg27). These Arg side chains form a hydrogen bond

network with the main chains of Arg191 and Ser190 of the

IL-10R1 L6 loop. Furthermore, the Arg27 side chain from
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IL-10 forms an ionic interaction with Glu151 from IL-10,

stabilizing Glu151 side chain on IL-10 helix F bent.

Therefore, Glu151 is at the ideal distance to interact with

the receptor Ser190 and Arg191 side chains (Fig. 4c) at site

1b. However, in IL-22R1 Trp208, found in the equivalent

position of IL-10R1 Arg191, makes hydrophobic contacts

with Met172 on IL-22 helix F. Furthermore, in IL-22, the

N-terminal portion of helix A is rotated, forming the preA

helix. The preA helix is extended away from the receptor,

and most of the IL-22/IL-22R1 interactions in this region

are mediated by water molecules. Similar to the IL-22/IL-

22R1 crystal complex, IL-10/IL10R1 binary complex also

contains a small hydrophobic cluster. The side chain of

Phe143, placed on IL-10R1 L5 loop, inserts itself into a

cleft formed by IL-10 Pro20 (helix A) and Ile158 (helix F),

making additional contacts in the IL-10/IL-10R1 site 1b

(Fig. 4c).

Although the binding constants of IL-10 to IL-10R1 are

in the same order of magnitude to the IL-22/IL-22R1

constants (Kd *1 nM), the IL-10/IL-10R1 complex half-

life (T1/2) is higher (T1/2 = 44 min) than the observed for

the IL-22/IL-22R1 (T1/2 = 7.4 min) [57, 157]. This is

proposed to be a consequence of the weaker contacts found

in the IL-22/IL-22R1 site 1b.

The IL-10 family members binary complexes:

structural basis of receptor specificity and promiscuity

Comparison of the IL-10/IL-10R1 and the IL-22/IL-22R1

binary complexes show conservation of the main features

of recognition between the ligand and its receptor. As

discussed above, different amino acid residues and loop

positions are observed at the two interleukin/receptor

interfaces. The maintenance of similar epitopes, conserving

the overall type and number of interactions, is possible

since both the interleukin and their receptors suffered

continuous sequence adaptations during evolution. This

guarantees receptor, and consequently, cell response

specificity to each interleukin. Besides the discrepancies

found in site 1b, the contacts found in site 1a, mainly

mediated by Tyr60 in IL-22R1 and Tyr43 in IL-10R1, are

also proposed to be a crucial determinant in interleukin/

receptor binding specificity [27, 28, 117]. The geometry of

the hydrogen bond network found in site 1a is not repro-

ducible in different interleukin/receptor pairs without

changing of their mutual orientation. Therefore, ideal

contacts at site 1a become incompatible with the simulta-

neous match at 1b interface [27] in non-cognate

interleukin/receptor pairs that in turn confers receptor

specificity.

Aiming to verify these suggestions, Jones et al. [27]

compared the AB loop sequences found in other IL-10

family members. They found that the interleukins identified

as IL-22R1 binders (IL-20 and IL-24) display structural

conserved residues with IL-22. IL-20 contains equivalent

residues at IL-22 Arg73 and Asp71 position, whereas IL-24

conserves the IL-22 Arg73 and Thr70. Accordingly, in

IL-10, IL-19 and IL-26, which do not bind IL-22R1, the

equivalent residues are absent on loop AB.

Unfortunately, the 3D structures of the IL-10s ternary

complexes are not yet available. However, site-direct

mutagenesis followed by cell-based assays and binding

studies [151, 153, 158] have generated experimental data

to propose structural models for the interleukin ternary

complex. The 3D structures of the IL-22/IL-22R1 [27, 28]

and IL-10/IL-10R1 [117] binary complexes confirm pre-

vious suggestions of the overall location of the first

receptor binding sites on IL-10 and IL-22 and also con-

tribute to a better understanding of the second receptor

interface, and hence, the overall ternary complex structure

[27, 28, 117, 153]. In the following and last section of

this review, we discuss recently published data on IL-10

members ternary complexes analysis, describing the main

interactions and binding interfaces pinpointed from these

studies.

Binary and ternary complexes models

Putative IL-10R2 binding site at the IL-22:IL-22R1 binary

complex

Several lines of evidence suggest that the IL-10R2 binding

site is located at helices A and D of IL-22 [27, 28, 151,

158]. Initially, site-directed mutagenesis and surface-plas-

mon resonance analysis revealed that IL-22 residues

(placed on helices A and D) Tyr51, Asn54, Arg55, Tyr114,

and Glu117 are important for IL-10R2 engagement with

IL-22/IL-22R1 binary complex [151]. Later, an extensive

mutagenesis study screening of 146 different IL-22 resi-

dues also included IL-22 Ile14, Thr56, Lys61, Ala66,

Val83, Arg88, Pro113, Phe121, Leu122, and Met172 as

important residues for IL-10R2 binding [158].

Very recently, based on the IL-22 binary complex

crystal structures, two independent models of IL-10R2

interaction with IL-22/IL-22R1 were proposed [27, 28].

Jones and collaborators used mutagenesis scanning analy-

sis [27] as a starting point to construct their model, whereas

Bleicher and co-workers used the recent crystal structures

of IL-4 and IL-13 ternary complexes (IL-4/cc/IL-4Ra,

IL-4/IL-13Ra1/IL-4Ra and IL-13/IL-13Ra1/IL-4Ra [159])

as an initial scaffold to model IL-10R2 interactions with

the IL-22/IL-22R1 binary complex [28]. These two inde-

pendent tertiary complex models appear to be very similar.

In both models, IL-10R2 is proposed to interact with IL-22

through two binding sites, site 2a and site 2b, that are

adjacent to the IL-22R1 sites 1a and 1b (Fig. 5a). These
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IL-10R2 binding sites are formed by IL-22 residues placed

on helices A and D, in line with alanine scanning muta-

genesis analysis [151, 158]. Furthermore, it was proposed

that IL-10R2 also contacts IL-22R1 via their respective D2

domains and the three IL-10R2 binding interfaces were

named sites 2a, 2b, and 2c [27].

Site 2a consists of putative IL-22/IL-10R2 contacts at

IL-22 C-terminal portion of helix A (Tyr51, Asn54, Arg55,

Glu63) and N-terminal portion of helix D (Tyr114). It is

important to note that Arg55 probably plays a central role

in the IL-22 binding with IL-10R2 by forming a stable

ionic interaction with IL-10R2 Asp84 on site 2a. Site 2b is

located on the helix A bent, at the terminal portion of helix

preA. In this region, a proline (Pro50) and a glutamine

(Gln48) residue are proposed to mediate interactions with,

respectively, Trp152 and Asn150 from IL-10R2 [27, 28]

(Fig. 5b). Additional residues placed nearby IL-22 helix A

bent, such as Met172, were also identified in mutagenesis

screening analysis [158] and are therefore likely to con-

tribute to IL-10R2 stabilization on site 2b. On the other

hand, site 2c is formed by residues located in the IL-22R1

and IL-10R2 D2 domains. These extra contacts promoted

by receptor/receptor interactions further contribute to the

ternary complex formation. IL-22R1 residues Glu168,

Gln176, Asn172, Thr174 and IL-10R2 Lys146, Leu132,

Arg130, Gln119, Glu121 are presumably involved in these

interactions [27, 28]. Importantly, the IL-22R1 residue

Asn174, which is presumably involved in interaction at site

2c, can be glycosylated, which in turn can also modulate

IL-22R1 contacts with IL-10R2 [27].

Small overall structural adjustments are observed when

superposing the crystal structures of free and bound IL-22

structures (IL-22/IL-22R1) (r.m.s.d. \ 0.7 Å). However,

much more significant conformational changes are

observed at the IL-22 N-terminal region and helix A

(r.m.s.d. * 4 Å) [28]. These structural adaptations might

result in better accommodation of IL-10R2 at the IL-22

surface (sites 2a and 2b). These conformational changes are

in concert with the notion that IL-10R2 interactions with

the IL-22R1 D2 domain contribute to the higher affinity to

the IL-22/IL-22R1 binary complex (Kd = 14 lM) than to

IL-22 alone (Kd = 120 lM) [27, 151].

Putative IL-10R2 binding site at the IL-10:IL-10R1 binary

complex

Overall, the IL-10R2 interactions with the IL-10/IL-10R1

binary complex are likely to be similar to those proposed for

the IL-22/IL-22R1/IL-10R2 ternary complex. However,

structural differences on the molecular level must explain

the higher affinity displayed by IL-10R2 when binding to

IL-22 (Kd = 120 lM (free IL-22) and Kd = 14 lM (IL-22/

IL-22R1 [151]) in comparison to IL-10 (Kd * 1 mM (free

IL-10) and Kd = 234 lM (IL-10/IL-10R1) [153]).

According to the proposed IL-10 and IL-22 ternary

complexes, it has been argued that the flatter IL-10 helix A

site 2b

site 1b

site 2a

site 1a

A

preA

D

loop AB

F1

F2

site 2a 

site 2b

M22

N21

R24 P50

Q48

E62

Y114

R55

N54

Y51

S31

R32

S93

H90

A

B

Fig. 5 IL-22 ternary complex

interfaces. a IL-22R1 and

putative IL-10R2 interfaces

mapped on the IL-22 surface

(PDB ID 2M4R [8]). Site 1a is

colored orange, site 1b red, site

2a cyan, and site 2b blue.

b Detailed view of the potential

IL-10R2 binding interfaces at

IL-10 (PDB ID 2YLK [130];

colored green) and IL-22 (PDB

ID 2M4R [8]; colored light
grey) crystal structures. Oxygen

atoms are shown in red and

nitrogen in blue. Figures were

generated with PyMOL

software (DeLano Scientific)
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is the main cause for weakening the IL-10R2 contacts with

IL-10 on site 2a and 2b [27]. In IL-22, Tyr51 stabilizes and

orients Arg55 that forms an ionic interaction with Asp84

from IL-10R2 on site 2a. In contrast, in IL-10, the Arg32

residue (which plays the role of Arg55 in IL-22) is not

stabilized by any additional interactions. Furthermore,

IL-10 Arg32 is one turn of a helix away from IL-22 Arg55

(Fig. 5b), and its side chain must be reoriented to interact

with IL-10R2 Asp84. Therefore, it is proposed that this salt

bridge is weakened in IL-10/IL-10R2 site 2a, and might be

one of the main reasons for the low free IL-10 affinity to

IL-10R2 [27].

Conformational changes at the IL-10 N-terminal portion

of helix A are observed when comparing free and IL-10R1

bound IL-10 crystal structures. Residues 18–22 suffer a

rigid body movement ([5 Å) produced by rotating (26�)

Leu23 phi\psi angles. As a result, in the receptor-bound

IL-10, helix A is longer and straighter than in free IL-10.

These conformational changes are proposed to be essential

for IL-10R2 binding to IL-10 [153] and corroborate with

the experimental IL-10R2 binding affinities to free and

bound IL-10.

The IL-10R2 binding interface was investigated by

different methodologies [27, 117, 151, 153]. Based on

IL-10 binary complex crystal structure [117] and on

previous IL-22 mutagenesis analysis [151], Yoon and

co-workers (2006) [153] designed IL-10 alanine mutants

to search for the potential IL-10R2 binding site on this

interleukin. They found that, similar to IL-22, IL-10

residues placed on the C-terminal portion of helix A

(Ser31 and Arg32) and residues from helix D (His90 and

Ser93) are involved in site 2a contacts with IL-10R2,

whereas, the N-terminal portion of helix A (Asn21,

Met22, and Arg24) is involved in contacts related to site

2b. Additionally, structural modeling of IL-10R2 on

IL-10/IL-10R1 binary complex [27] revealed that, as

observed to IL-22, IL-10R2 can also contact IL-10R1

through interactions with their D2 domains, thus forming

site 2c, which further contributes to IL-10 ternary com-

plex stabilization.

Although the overall IL-10R2 binding interfaces at the

IL-22 and IL-10 ternary complexes are similar, the

molecular details are quite different [160]. It appears that

site 2b is the most important IL-10R2 interface in IL-10

ternary complex; whereas site 2a is central for IL-22

ternary complex formation [153]. IL-10 Met22 seems to

play a primary role in IL-10R2 binding, by helping the

rigidification of IL-10 N-terminal region and by inter-

acting directly with IL-10R2 through hydrophobic

interactions. Furthermore, Arg24, which also participates

in IL-10/IL-10R1 site 1b interactions, is probably

involved in polar contacts with IL-10R2 L5 loop on site

2b [153].

Putative IL-19, IL-20, and IL-24 binary and ternary

complexes: structural models

Unfortunately, the crystal structures of IL-19 or IL-20

complexes with receptors are currently not available, and

neither are IL-20R1 nor IL-20R2 structures. However, due

to IL-19 structural similarities with IL-10, Chang et al. [24]

generated a model describing the potential hot-spots in

IL-19, based on the IL-10/IL-10R1 crystal structure [117].

One year later, in 2004, Preimeland and Sticht [161, 162]

also proposed a model for IL-20R1 interaction with IL-19,

using the IFN-c binary complex crystal structure as a

starting model [163]. In both hypothetical 3D structures,

IL-19 AB loop interacts with IL-20R1 loops, in a similar

mode to the one observed for IL-10, with contributions

from IL-19 helices A and F [24, 161]. Chang and

co-workers found that superposition of IL-19 with IL-10 in

the IL-10/IL-10R1 binary complex shows that the majority

of the interactions found in IL-10/IL-10R1 site 1a and 1b

are allowed [24]. However, a clash between IL-10R1

Glu46 and the glycosylated IL-19 Asn38 is observed.

Comparisons of this model with IL-20 and IL-24 amino

acid sequences (which also bind to IL-20R1) indicate that

the IL-20R1 interaction sites are probably conserved in

these two interleukins [161]. Along the same lines, the

predicted IL-20R2 binding sites to IL-19 are similar to

IL-10R2 binding site to IL-10. Thus, the possible IL-19

receptor binding sites are probably located at the IL-19

helix A, loop AB, helices D and F, and at its C-terminal

portion [24].

Differently from IL-10 and IL-22, experimental evi-

dence suggests that IL-19 and IL-20 display high affinity to

IL-20R2, and that IL-20R1 binding occurs after the binary

complex formation with the short-chain receptor (IL-20R2)

[68, 72]. However, the molecular basis of these events is

currently unknown.

Putative IFN-k3 residues involved in binary and ternary

complex formation: site-direct mutagenesis analysis

Based on the known IL-10/IL-10R1 and IL-22/IL-22R1

binary complexes 3D structures, on the putative IL-10R2

interfaces and on the recent IFN-k3 crystal structure, Gad

and co-workers designed IFN-k3 Ala mutants to pinpoint

binding hotspots [23]. They found that the interface related

to site 1b of IL-10 and IL-22 plays the major role in

IFN-k3/IFN-kR1 interactions. In IFN-k3, the polar residues

positioned at IFN-k3 helix A (Arg33, Arg34, Lys36, and

Asp37) and hydrophobic residues of the helix F (Phe155

and Phe158) are the most sensitive for Ala mutations.

Furthermore, IFN-k3 mutants were constructed to shed

light on the putative IFN-k3/IFN-kR1/IL-10R2 interface.

Residues at IFN-k3 helix D (at the vicinity of Gln100) were
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shown to be essential for IL-10R2 binding. Moreover, the

IFN-kR1 and IL-10R2 interfaces are probably placed at

IFN-k3 helix A [23].

Considerations about IL-26 binary and ternary complexes

Experimental evidence suggests that IL-26, differently

from IL-19, IL-20 and IL-24, uses IL-20R1 and IL-10R2

for signaling. It is interesting to note that IL-26 is the only

IL-10 family member that employs this pair of receptors in

its function [13, 138–140]. However, little experimental

data is currently available concerning crystal structures of

IL-26 and its complexes with the cognate receptors.

Therefore, at this point, it would be far too speculative to

argue about binary and ternary complexes of IL-26 and

atomic details of its interactions with the cognate IL-20R1

and IL-10R2 receptors.
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